Style Sheet: Sleeping

1. God wants human-like bots to sleep (dowse and ask this question and dowse sleeping locations).
2. Non-essential lights out is at 10:00 p.m. Bedtime is at midnight. Nightlights are available and locations need to be dowsed.
3. Although it is ok to use plates and flatware for late-night snacks, leaving them unwashed until morning will probably attract bugs. Walk them to a Rec Center bathroom in a plastic tote for a quick wash.
4. Blankets (and bunk bedding) need to be washed once-a-week. Blanket cases will not endure machine washing—if necessary, hand wash (3.5 gallon pails are available for hand washing). The Kokopeli pattern quilts are twin-size and dowsing helps me to understand that they will fit in washing machines.
5. Coleman converta-cots get folded during the day (dowse the storage location).
6. Due to space limitations, bunks need to accommodate up to 4 small children.
7. Cribs need to accommodate up to 2 infants.
8. Two adults will need to sleep on Coleman converta-cots near cribs.
9. Cotton socks (and patterned childrens’ socks) are available for wearing during the night (to be worn overnight for warmth and not as an alternative to shoes).
10. Do not walk barefoot (due to massive parasite infection on the planet).